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Abstract
A reverse transcription nested PCR (RT-PCR) sequencing methodology was developed and used to generate
sequence data from the spike genes of three geographically and chronologically distinct human coronaviruses 229E.
These three coronaviruses were isolated originally from the USA in the 1960s (human coronavirus 229E strain ATCC
VR-74), the UK in the 1990s (human coronavirus 229E LRI 281) and Ghana (human coronavirus 229E A162). Upon
translation and alignment with the published spike protein sequence of human coronavirus 229E ‘LP’ (isolated in the
UK in the 1970s), it was found that variation within the translated protein sequences was rather limited. In particular,
minimal variation was observed between the translated spike protein sequence of human coronaviruses 229E LP and
ATCC VR-74 (1/1012 amino acid differences), whilst most variation was observed between the translated spike
protein sequence of human coronaviruses 229E LP and A162 (47/1012 amino acid changes). Further, the translated
spike protein sequence of human coronavirus 229E A162 showed three clusters of amino acid changes, situated within
the 5% half of the translated spike protein sequence. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: PCR; Human coronaviruses 229E; Spike genes

1. Introduction
Coronaviruses were first described as aetiological agents of human disease in the mid-1960s
when isolated from natural common colds
* Corresponding author. Tel./Fax: + 44-116-252-2939; email: dsm@le.ac.uk.

(Tyrrell and Bynoe, 1965; Hamre and Procknow,
1966). They derive their name from their characteristic ‘crown-like’ appearance in electron micrographs imbued by a fringe of club shaped spike
(or peplomer) proteins inserted into the viral envelope. Virions are lipid enveloped and are approximately 80–120 nm in diameter; there is a
single stranded genome of positive sense RNA
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approximately 30 kb in length. They also have a
characteristic replication strategy, in that the positive sense genomic RNA is first transcribed into
negative sense intermediate RNAs (by a virus
encoded transcriptase) from which a nested 3%
co-terminus set of five to eight subgenomic mRNAs (six subgenomic RNAs for human coronaviruses) are transcribed. The subgenomic
mRNAs have identical 3% ends but extend for
different lengths in the 5% direction (Lai, 1990).
Antigenically, coronaviruses may be divided
into two major serogroups and one minor
serogroup. The two major antigenic serogroups
are designated coronavirus serogroup 1 (including
human coronavirus 229E) and coronavirus
serogroup 2 (which includes human coronavirus
OC43). The minor antigenic serogroup (coronavirus serogroup 3) currently only contains a
single member, avian infectious bronchitis virus
(Siddell, 1995).
All coronaviruses possess three major proteins:
the nucleocapsid (N), membrane (M) and spike
(S); a minor protein (sM); with some coronaviruses also possessing a haemagglutinin-esterase (HE) glycoprotein (Siddell, 1995). The spike
glycoprotein is of particular importance in the
infectious process because: (a) it is the site for the
virus anti-receptor (Collins et al., 1982); (b) it has
fusion activity (De Groot et al., 1989); and (c) it
contains sites against which major neutralising
antibodies are directed (Jimenez et al., 1986). The
composition of the spike glycoprotein is therefore
very relevant to the ability of the virus to evade
the hosts’ immune system (La Monica et al.,
1991).
Human coronaviruses have a world-wide distribution (Hruskova et al., 1990; Matsumoto and
Kawana, 1992) and infect all age groups (Gwaltney, 1980). There is evidence to suggest a role for
human coronaviruses in the aetiology of enteric
(Payne et al., 1986), neurological (Stewart et al.,
1992) but, primarily, respiratory disease (Myint,
1995). Indeed, human coronaviruses are though to
be responsible for approximately 20% of common
colds (McIntosh et al., 1970), as well as lower
respiratory tract infections in infants (McIntosh et
al., 1974) and the exacerbation of asthma (Johnston et al., 1995). Prospective studies have indi-

cated that such human coronavirus induced
respiratory infections tend to occur in cycles, with
a periodicity of approximately 3 years (Monto
and Lim, 1974).
Respiratory re-infections with human coronaviruses are common (Monto and Lim, 1974).
The mechanism facilitating re-infection is, however, unclear. Macnaughton (1982) indicated that
coronavirus antibodies raised against human
coronavirus 229E strains (serogroup 1) may not
be protective against human coronavirus OC43
strains (serogroup 2) and vice versa. The existence
of pre-existing coronavirus antibody directed to
the same serotype is not protective against further
coronavirus infection (Callow, 1985). Natural antibodies against a particular serotype of coronavirus were protective for approximately four
months only, after which time re-infection by the
same serotype of human coronavirus could occur.
In this study preliminary evidence was obtained
that significant variation in the S protein of the
virus that is unlikely to explain the basis of re-infections. A reverse transcription PCR sequencing
strategy was developed which allows sequence
data from the spike genes of several geographically and chronologically distinct human coronaviruses 229E to be collated and compared. By
predicting the corresponding amino acid sequences of these spike genes, it has been possible
to make a preliminary assessment of the degree of
variation within the corresponding spike protein
sequences of these isolates and those published
previously.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Viruses and cells
Human coronavirus 229E strain VR-74 was
purchased from the American Type Culture Collection, MD, USA. Strain LRI 281 was isolated
from nasal washings obtained in 1990 from a
child with asthma at the Leicester Royal Infirmary, Leicester, UK. Strain A162 was isolated
from nasal secretions obtained in 1995 from an
adult presenting with the common cold at Kumasi, Ghana, West Africa. All specimens were
transported to the laboratory on dry ice,
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aliquoted into 100 ml quantities and stored at
− 70°C until required.

2.2. Primers
Spike gene reverse transcription and PCR
primers were designed from consensus regions of
the spike genes of several coronaviruses 229E
utilising published data (Wesseling et al., 1994).
Spike gene sequencing primers were designed by a
‘primer walking’ method utilising human coronavirus 229E strain ATCC VR-74 as template. All
primers were prepared using b-cyanoethyl phosphoramidite (CEP) chemistry at the Protein and
Nucleic Acid Laboratory at the University of
Leicester, Leicester, UK.

2.3. Extraction of human corona6irus 229E RNA
The extraction of human coronavirus 229E
RNA was based on guanidium isothiocyanate
methodology (Chomczynski and Sacchi, 1987) using RNAzol B (Biogenesis Ltd, Poole, UK). Once
extracted, the total RNA pellet was allowed to
dry for approximately 25 min at room temperature and then resuspended in 30 ml of RNAse free
ultra-high quality (UHQ) water containing 20 U/
ml of RNAse inhibitor (Promega).

2.4. Re6erse transcription of human corona6irus
229E RNA
All reverse transcription reactions were carried
out in a final volume of 20 ml. Negative controls
comprised RNAse free UHQ water which had
undergone RNA extraction.
Initially, for each RNA extraction to be reverse
transcribed, a reverse transcription supermix containing 2 ml of 10× MMLV reverse transcription
(RT) buffer (Stratagene, Cambridge, UK), 2 ml of
a 5 mM mix of deoxynucleotide triphosphates
(dNTPs), 0.5 ml of 100 mM dithiothreitol (Sigma,
Poole, UK), 1 ml of 10 mg/ml gelatin, 3 ml of UHQ
RNAse free water and 1 ml of downstream primer
LPS2 (see Table 1) at a stock concentration of 25
pmoles was prepared. Of this RT-super mix, 9.5
ml was then transferred to a labelled 0.5 ml sterile
RNAse free Eppendorf and overlaid with sterile
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Table 1
Primers utilised in the human coronavirus 229E spike gene
RT-nested PCR and subsequent cycle sequencing reactions
Primer pair

Fragment gener- Primer sequences
ated

(1) Re6erse transcription primer

5% GCCACAGCAACCAGTAGA 3%

(LPS2)

(2) Spike gene nested PCR primers
(LPS1)
NA
(LPS2)

NA

(JH1)

F1

(JH2)

F1

(JH3)

F2

(JH4)

F2

(JH5)

F3

(JH6)

F3

(3) Cycle sequencing primers
(JH1)
F1

(JH2)

F1

(JH3)

F2

(JH4)

F2

(JH5)

F3

(JH6)

F3

(JH7)

F1

(JH8)

F2

(JH9)

F3

(JH10)

F1

(JH11)

F2

5% AATAATTGGTTCCTTCTAAC 3%
5% GCCACAGCAACCAGTAGA 3%
5% TTTGTTGCTTAATTGCTTATGG
3%
5% TTTGCCAAAAGAAAAAGGGC 3%
5%
CCTTTTTCTTTTGGCAAAG 3%
5% CCATTATAATATTGAGCAC 3%
5% TGCTCAATATTATAATGG 3%
5% ACAACATAATAGCA 3%
5% TTTGTTGCTTAATTGCTTATGG
3%
5% TTTGCCAAAAGAAAAAGGGC 3%
5%
CCTTTTTCTTTTGGCAAAG 3%
5% CCATTATAATATTGAGCAC 3%
5% GTGCTCAATATTATAATGG 3%
5% ACAACAACATAATAGCA 3%
5% TCTGATGTCATACGTTACAACC 3%
5% GTAAGTACTATACTATAGG 3%
5% TCTCATTAGCAATTCAGGC 3%
5% TTCAGGTGATGCTCACAT 3%
5% ACGTACACATCAACTTCAGG 3%
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Table 1 (continued)
Primer pair

Fragment
generated

Primer sequences

(JH12)

F3

(JH13)

F1

(JH14)

F5

(JH15)

F3

(JH16)

F4

(JH17)

F5

(JH18)

F4

(JH19)

F1

(JH20)

F1

(JH21)

F1

(JH22)

F1

(JH23)

F4

(JH24)

F4

(JH25)

F2

(JH26)

F2

(JH27)

F5

(JH28)

F5

(JH29)

F3

(JH30)

F3

(JH31)

F3

(JH32)

F3

(JH33)

F3

5% GGATGTTGTTCATCAACAAG 3%
5% CACTTTAGGTAATGTAGAAGC 3%
5% CTATAATTGCTGTTCAACCACG 3%
5% TGAGTGTGTCAAATCCCAG 3%
5% TGACCAGTTGTCCTTTGATGTA 3%
5% AGACGCCTTAAGAAATAGCG 3%
5% CGTTTATTGTGTTGTACGTTG 3%
5% ATGTGAGCATCACCTGAA 3%
5% GCTTCTACATTACCTAAAGTG 3%
5% TACATCAAAGGACAACTGGTCA 3%
5% CAACGTACAACACAATAAACG 3%
5% CCTATAGTATAGTACTTAC 3%
5% CCTGAAGTTGATGTGTACGT 3%
5% CGTGGTTGAACAGCAATTATAG 3%
5% CGCTATTTCTTAAGGCGTCT 3%
5% TGCCTGAATTGCTAATGAGA 3%
5% CTTGTTGATGAACAACATCC 3%
5% CTGGGATTTGACACACTCA 3%
5% GAACCACGTATTCCTACCAT 3%
5% TTGACCAGTGAAATTAGCACCC 3%
5% ATGGTAGGAATACGTGGTTC 3%
5% GGGTGCTAATTTCACTGGTCAA 3%

mineral oil (Sigma, Poole, UK). RNA extract (10
ml) was then added to its respective Eppendorf
and the resultant RT/RNA mixes heated to 70°C
for 5 min. After this time, the RT/RNA mixes

were placed immediately on ice for 5 min and 0.5
ml of MMLV (Stratagene, Cambridge, UK) reverse transcriptase then added to each reaction
mix. The reaction mixes were then placed in a
pre-heated Trio-block thermocycler (Biometra,
Maidstone, UK) at 37°C for 1 h. After 1 h the
reverse transcription/RNA mixes were heated to
95°C for 5 min and then cooled to 4°C prior to
use in the human coronavirus 229E nested spike
gene PCR.

2.5. Human corona6irus 229E spike gene nested
PCR
All first and second round PCR reactions were
carried out in a final volume of 50 ml. All stock
primers had a concentration of 25 pmoles.

2.5.1. First round PCR protocol
Initially, a first round PCR supermix was prepared containing 31.6 ml of sterile UHQ water, 5
ml of 10 × Thermus icelandicus PCR buffer (Advanced Biotechnologies, Leatherhead, UK), 6 ml
of 25 mM magnesium chloride, 0.4 ml of a 5 mM
mix of dNTPs, 1 ml of primer LPS1 (see Table 1)
and 1 ml of primer LPS2 (see Table 1) per reverse
transcribed specimen to be PCR amplified. This
PCR supermix (44.8 ml) was then pipetted into a
labelled 0.5-ml Eppendorf and overlaid with sterile mineral oil. Reverse transcribed human coronavirus 229E spike gene cDNA (or negative
control cDNA) (5 ml) was then added to its respective Eppendorf and the first round PCR reaction mixes transferred to a pre-heated (95°C)
Trioblock thermocycler and subjected to a ‘hot
start’ and ‘touchdown’ PCR protocol with 0.2 ml
‘Red Hot’ Thermus icelandicus DNA polymerase
(Advanced Biotechnologies, Leatherhead, UK).
The initial phase consisted of 20 cycles of 92°C
for 30 s, thermal ramp to 65°C for 1 min, thermal
ramp to 72°C for 4 min then thermal ramp to
92°C. This was followed by ten cycles of 92°C for
30 s, thermal ramp to 55°C for 1 min, thermal
ramp to 72°C for 4 min, then a thermal ramp to
92°C. PCR products were then cooled to 4°C and
stored until second round reaction mixes had been
prepared.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the amplification products generated using the human coronavirus 229E spike gene nested PCR.

2.5.2. Second round PCR protocol
In the second round of the human coronavirus
229E spike gene PCR, 5 ‘second round reaction
mixes’ were prepared for each of the first round
PCR amplification products to be re-amplified.
Initially, a second round supermix containing 33
ml of sterile UHQ water, 5 ml of 10× Thermus
icelandicus PCR buffer (Advanced Biotechnologies), 6ml of 25 mM magnesium chloride and
0.4 ml of a 5 mM mix of dNTPs was prepared for
each first round PCR amplification undertaken.
This second round supermix (44.4 ml) was then
aliquoted into labelled sterile 0.5-ml Eppendorfs.
Next, five separate ‘primer pair mixes’ were
prepared containing either (i) 0.2 ml of primer JH1
and 0.2 ml of primer JH2; (ii) 0.2 ml of primer JH3
and 0.2 ml of primer JH4; (iii) 0.2 ml of primer
JH5 and 0.2 ml of primer JH6; (iv) 0.2 ml of primer
JH16 and 0.2 ml of primer JH24; and (v) 0.2 ml of
primer JH14 and 0.2 ml of primer JH28 (see Table
1) per first round PCR amplification undertaken.
Each of these primer pair mixes (0.4 ml) was then
added to their respective second round supermix
aliquot and the resulting ‘complete mixes’
overlaid with sterile mineral oil. A 1:10 (v/v)
dilution of the first round amplification products
was then prepared in sterile UHQ water and 5 ml
of the resultant PCR product dilution added to
each of its five respective complete second round
reaction mixes. Round 2 PCR reaction mixes were

then transferred to a pre-heated (95°C) Trioblock
thermocycler and subjected to a ‘hot start’ and
‘touchdown’ PCR protocol as already described
for the first round. After completion of this
second round PCR cycling regime, PCR products
were cooled to 4°C and amplified PCR products
observed by gel electrophoresis and ethidium
bromide staining.
Fig. 1 indicates schematically the region of the
human coronavirus 229E spike gene amplified by
this reverse transcription and nested PCR
protocol.

2.6. Cycle sequencing protocol
Human coronavirus 229E spike gene PCR
product sequencing was undertaken using the
PRISM™ di-deoxy terminator cycle sequencing
kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA). Sequencing of both the sense and antisense strands
of the human coronavirus 229E spike gene PCR
DNA was undertaken, with some sequencing
primers being used more than once to increase the
accuracy of generated sequence data at a particular locus.

2.6.1. Cleaning second round PCR products
Prior to sequencing, amplified human coronavirus 229E PCR products were cleaned using
‘Qiaquick’ spin columns as detailed by the manufacturer (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).
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2.6.2. Cycle sequencing
Each individual cycle sequencing mix contained
8 ml of pre-prepared dye-terminator mix, 0.05 – 0.1
mg cleaned human coronavirus 229E second
round PCR product, 3.2 pmol of the relevant
sequencing primer and the correct volume of
UHQ water to make a total cycle sequencing
reaction mix volume of 20 ml. Once prepared, the
cycle sequencing mix was overlaid with mineral
oil and placed in a pre-heated (96°C) Trioblock
thermocycler. A cycle sequencing temperature
regime was then undertaken with 25 cycles of
96°C for 10 s, thermal ramp to 50°C in 64 s for 5
s, thermal ramp to 55°C in 30 s for 241 s, then
thermal ramp to 94°C in 54 s, followed by cooling
to 4°C.
2.6.3. Cleaning cycle sequencing products
The removal of unincorporated nucleotides and
enzymes from cycle sequencing products was
achieved using a standard phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol extraction and sodium
acetate
(pH
4.5)/ethanol
precipitation
methodology.
2.6.4. Assimilation of sequence data and
generation of consensus sequences
Cleaned cycle sequencing products were run on
an ABI 373 DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, USA). Resultant chromatograms
were examined using Sequence Editor™ software
(Applied Biosystems) and a library of text only
sequences generated. Each individual human
coronavirus 229E spike gene library was then
assembled using AutoAssembler™ software
(Applied Biosystems) to generate a human
coronavirus 229E spike gene consensus sequence
for that particular human coronavirus 229E
isolate.

‘LP’ spike gene sequence Raabe et al., 1990). Six
of these 33 sequencing primers (i.e. JH1, JH2,
JH3, JH4, JH5 and JH6) were also used in the
initial human coronavirus 229E spike gene PCR
protocol, whilst the remaining 27 primers were
used as sequencing primers alone. Sequence data
was collected from both the sense and antisense
strands of human coronavirus 229E spike gene
PCR products.

3.1. Human corona6irus 229E strain ATCC VR-74
Forty one individual primer sequences were
used to construct a human coronavirus 229E
strain ATCC VR-74 consensus sequence (AutoAssembler software) comprising 3122 nucleotides. This 3122-nucleotide consensus sequence
was assembled from a total library of 13 021
individual nucleotides. Forty nine of these 13 021
nucleotides were deemed to have been included
via mis-incorporation errors by the Thermus icelandicus and MMLV reverse transcriptase enzymes (mis-incorporation errors deemed to have
occurred when the nucleotide at a particular locus
within the total spike gene assemblage differed
from that of the same locus in the spike gene
consensus sequence and where this nucleotide difference occurred in either the sense or antisense
strand only). Similarly, 24 nucleotides within the
13 021 total nucleotide assemblage were deemed
to contain nucleotide additions and 16 loci nucleotide deletions (data not shown). From this data
an overall mis-incorporation rate for the human
coronavirus 229E reverse transcription nested
spike gene PCR of 0.7% was calculated. Fig. 2.
shows the amino acid sequence obtained upon
translation of the human coronavirus 229E strain
ATCC VR-74 spike gene consensus sequence.

3.2. Human corona6irus 229E LRI 281
3. Results
In total, 33 sequencing primers were designed
and used to sequence approximately 90% of the
spike genes of human coronavirus 229E isolates
ATCC VR-74, LRI 281 and A162 (when compared to the published human coronavirus 229E

Forty six individual primer sequences were employed to construct a human coronavirus 229E
LRI S gene 281 consensus sequence. A different
number of primers were used for this strain because the read length from individual sequences
varied with some reactions not generating the
required number of bases. The resultant 3139
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the predicted amino acid sequence for he spike proteins of several human coronaviruses 229E. LP, human
coronavirus 229E isolate LP (Raabe et al., 1990); ATCC VR-74, human coronavirus 229E ATCC VR-74 (EMBL Accession No.
Y09923); LRI 281, human coronavirus 229E isolate LRI 281 (EMBL Accession No. Y10052); A162, human coronavirus 229E
isolate A162 (EMBL Accession No. Y10051); · · · , regions of homology between translated spike protein sequences; *, spike protein
loci with an absence of conservation; }{, spike gene region sequences.
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Fig. 2. (Continued)
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Fig. 2. (Continued)
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Fig. 2. (Continued)
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Fig. 3. Failed sequencing primers and primer binding regions on the human coronavirus 229E A162 spike gene.

nucleotide consensus sequence was assembled
from a total library of 14 946 individual nucleotides. Misincorporation errors were deemed to
have occurred at 25 positions within this 14 946
total nucleotide assemblage, with 29 positions
deemed to contain nucleotide additions and 29
positions nucleotide deletions (data not shown).
Fig. 2 shows the amino acid sequence obtained
upon translation of the human coronavirus 229E
LRI 281 spike gene consensus sequence.

3.3. Human Corona6irus 229E A162
Forty one individual primer sequences were
employed to construct a human coronavirus 229E
A162 consensus sequence some 3046 nucleotides
in length. This 3046 nucleotide consensus sequence
was constructed from 13 974 individual nucleotides. Mis-incorporation errors were deemed to
have occurred at 31 positions within this 13 974
total nucleotide assemblage, with 21 positions
deemed to contain nucleotide additions and 36
positions nucleotide deletions (data not shown).
Fig. 2. shows the amino acid sequence obtained
upon translation of the human coronavirus 229E
A162 spike gene consensus sequence.

During the sequencing of the human coronavirus 229E A162 spike gene it was found that
sequence data could not be obtained from three of
the 33 sequencing primers used successfully in the
human coronavirus 229E strain ATCC VR-74 and
human coronavirus 229E LRI 281 spike gene
sequencing protocols. Upon assembly of the human coronavirus 229E A162 spike gene consensus
sequence, however, it was determined that nucleotide differences within the human coronavirus
229E A162 spike gene consensus sequence (as
compared to the spike gene consensus sequences
of human coronavirus 229E strain ATCC VR-74
and human coronavirus 229E LRI 281) may have
affected the primer binding sites for these particular sequencing primers. Fig. 3 shows the effect of
human coronavirus 229E A162 spike gene sequence changes on the primer binding capacity of
these three failed sequencing primers.

4. Discussion
In this study touchdown PCR methodology was
used due to the fact that sequentially decreasing
the annealing temperature (from a preset maxi-
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mum to a preset minimum) allows PCR amplification reactions to be attempted using a wide range
of PCR primers even if these primers are somewhat mis-matched with regard to their predicted
annealing temperatures (Roux, 1994). Also, it was
envisaged that the use of a touchdown PCR
methodology would help to circumvent any nonspecific priming (Don et al., 1991); this was considered particularly important because the human
coronavirus 229E spike gene PCR primer design
protocol utilised limited the number of possible
primer sequences available for spike gene amplification. Touchdown PCR methodology did not
inhibit, however, the production of extraneous
PCR products during the first round of the human coronavirus 229E spike gene PCR. In effect,
this meant that a nested PCR methodology had to
be employed.
Extraneous first round PCR products were produced in such quantities that after addition of
‘neat’ first round PCR product to second round
reaction mixes and subsequent second round PCR
cycling, the extraneous first round PCR products
could still be detected in the background of second round PCR products. More importantly, this
background of extraneous first round PCR products tended to interfere with subsequent sequencing reactions, with the result that sequence data
could not be obtained from second round PCR
mixes to which neat first round PCR products
had been added. By diluting the first round PCR
products 1:10 (v/v) in sterile UHQ water, this
problem was overcome and sequence data could
be readily obtained.
An automated sequencing methodology was
chosen over manual methods due to the relatively
large number of sequencing reactions required to
generate human coronavirus 229E spike gene consensus sequences and the relatively high throughput rates achievable with automated sequencing.
The use of automated dye-terminator sequencing chemistry per se was favoured over the use of
automated dye-primer sequencing chemistry due
to the fact that: (a) unadulterated PCR (or sequencing) primers can be utilised in dye-terminator automated sequencing chemistry without the
need to label the primers with fluorescent dye tags
(greatly reducing costs); (b) dye-terminator sequencing reactions are carried out in a single tube
whilst dye-primer sequencing reactions are carried

out in four separate reaction tubes (again reducing sequencing costs); (c) false termination products are not detected using dye-terminator
chemistry as a labelled dye-terminator must be
incorporated into the DNA chain in order for the
DNA to be detected; and (d) dye-terminator sequencing chemistry requires lower concentrations
of template DNA allowing several sets of sequence data to be generated with several different
sequencing primers from a single human coronavirus 229E PCR reaction (DNA Sequencing:
Chemistry Guide, 1995).
Automated dye-terminator sequencing does
however have its drawbacks. In particular, both a
reduced sequencing accuracy rate (Naeve et al.,
1995) and the generation of artifactual chromatogram peaks (Parker et al., 1995) have been
associated with the use of such chemistry. Indeed,
Parker et al. (1995) indicated that the use of
automated dye-terminator sequencing chemistry
resulted in chromatogram artifactual peaks whose
presence was determined by the nucleotide sequence immediately 5% (i.e. downstream) to the
artefact itself. Interestingly, it was noted that the
nucleotide sequences immediately 5% to chromatogram artefactual peaks in this project did not
correspond with the 5% nucleotide sequences generating artefactual peaks indicated by Parker et al.
(1995) (even though automated dye-terminator
sequencing chemistry was utilised in both
projects). This apparent discrepancy was brought
about by the fact that Parker et al. utilised Amplitaq enzyme (Perkin Elmer) in their dye-terminator
sequencing reactions, whereas in this project Amplitaq FS (FS, fluorescent sequencing) enzyme
(Perkin Elmer) was utilised. The conclusion therefore being that the pattern of chromatogram artefactual peaks generated in dye-terminator
sequencing chemistry reactions by these two enzymes is somewhat different.
Taking the comments made about the methodology into account, the results from the sequencing of the spike genes of the human coronavirus
229E isolates presented in this paper suggest that
only minor spike protein variation exists between
these chronologically and geographically distinct
isolates. This appears to contrast with another
member of the same coronavirus serogroup as
human coronaviruses 229E, canine coronavirus
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(Horsburgh and Brown, 1995) in which heterogeneity was distributed throughout the spike gene
sequences of two geographically distinct (one
British and one American) isolates. Also, a high
degree of genome recombination events has been
observed during mixed infections with different
murine coronavirus strains (Lai et al., 1985) and
different avian infectious bronchitis virus strains
(Kusters et al., 1990). Moreover, there is evidence
to suggest that in the absence of selection pressure
these recombination events occur in a random
manner (Banner and Lai, 1990). As only minor
changes are seen in the translated spike protein
sequences obtained in this project, it may be
possible that during human coronavirus 229E infections selection pressure plays a dominant role
in limiting the degree of spike gene variation
(alternatively, multiple human coronavirus 229E
infections may be a relatively rare event).
One possible explanation for the degree of homology observed between the translated spike
protein sequences of human coronavirus 229E
‘LP’ and human coronavirus 229E strain ATCC
VR-74 relies upon the fact that both of these
viruses were adapted to tissue culture by serial
passaging. In particular, MRC5 (Medical Research Council No. 5) human embryonic lung
fibroblasts were the final replicative host for human coronavirus 229E strain ATCC VR-74,
whilst Clone 16 human embryonic lung fibroblasts
(the 16th clone of heteroploid MRC-c cells
Philpotts, 1983) were the final replicative host for
human coronavirus 229E ‘LP’ (Raabe et al.,
1990). As MRC5 and MRC-c cells are closely
related, it may feasible that adaptation of human
coronaviruses 229E to these similar cell lines may
facilitate similar spike protein conformations.
These similar spike protein conformations would
be expected to have similar protein sequences and
by reverse translation, similar spike gene sequences. Further, if such ‘convergent evolution’
does indeed occur, then it is possible that the
spike gene sequences obtained from serially passaged, tissue culture adapted human coronaviruses 229E may differ from the spike gene
sequences of the original isolates. In this case, the
accuracy of spike gene sequence data from human
coronaviruses 229E which had been isolated by
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serial passage in tissue culture may be called into
question. In this project, spike gene PCR amplification of human coronavirus 229E isolates LRI
281 and A162 was undertaken directly from clinical specimens.
Though comparatively few changes were observed between the human coronavirus 229E
translated spike proteins compared in this project,
the majority of such changes were observed in the
5% half of the spike protein sequence. This point is
illustrated most obviously upon examination of
the translated spike protein sequence of human
coronavirus 229E A162, where three apparent
clusters of nucleotide variation were observed, all
in the 5% half of the translated spike protein
sequence. Interestingly, research by Banner et al.
(1990), working with mouse hepatitis virus, indicated that the 5% end of the murine coronavirus
spike gene may be the preferred site for RNA
recombination events for this particular coronavirus. Moreover, comparisons of the spike
protein sequences of avian infectious bronchitis
virus, feline infectious peritonitis virus, murine
hepatitis virus and transmissible gastro-enteritis
virus have indicated that the 3% (C-terminal) portion of the spike protein is rather more conserved
than the corresponding 5% (amino-terminal portion) portion of the spike gene (Cavanagh, 1995).
In theory, it is possible that minor variations in
the translated sequences of human coronavirus
229E spike proteins may facilitate a relatively
major change to the antigenicity of the spike
protein. However, comparison of the predicted
antigenic indices of the translated spike proteins
of human coronaviruses 229E strain ATCC VR74, LRI 281 and A162 (data not shown) using the
‘peptidestructure’ and ‘plotstructure’ computer
applications (Genetics Computer Group Inc.
v8.0., Madison WI, USA) showed that no major
changes in predicted antigenic indexes were observed between the translated spike protein sequences
of
the
aforementioned
human
coronavirus 229E isolates.
Taken as a whole, these results indicate that
variation in the spike proteins of chronologically
and geographically distinct human coronaviruses
229E may be rather limited. Such an interpretation would tend to suggest that spike protein
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variation does not play a major role in the aetiology of human coronavirus 229E re-infection.
However, in order to assess fully the role that
spike protein variation has upon human coronavirus 229E re-infection, further work is required. In particular, sequencing of the spike
genes from other chronologically and geographically distinct human coronaviruses 229E should
be undertaken. Further, by cloning and expressing
the spike proteins of human coronaviruses 229E
in vitro, it may be possible to assess the role of the
immune system in the aetiology of human coronavirus 229E re-infection.
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